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Abstract

At the current juncture of fiscal uncertainty and pending tax reform, this Article addresses tax compliance, combining principles of tax law with methodologies of social science. A narrative on the evolution of the rule of law introduces social science methodologies for studying the operation of law in historical and cultural context. Then the Article sets forth an overview of Federal individual income taxation. As the core data, the Article presents a survey on U.S. taxpayer compliance attitudes gathered by a research team of which the author was a member. To complement the U.S. data, the Article discusses field studies from other countries reported in the social science literature. In turn, the Article discusses the implications of the social science research to the effect that compliance with the rule of law, represented here by a modern fiscal apparatus, may wax and wane through history as national bureaucracy siphons resources off their local origins. Contrary to the theoretical story of legal evolution, actual cases haven’t culminated in an ideal civilized state. Finally, the Article makes suggestions for future research on tax law compliance. The Article concludes that rational-legal authority may have less effect on taxpayer compliance than primordial personal motivations.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO TAX COMPLIANCE AS AN ASPECT OF THE RULE OF LAW

Current events appear to challenge preconceptions of civilization. On opposite sides of the ocean, heads of state are associated with “alternative facts,” alleged fratricide, or death squads. Central to the received notions shaken by these developments would be the rule of law. Can rational legality survive apparently aberrant administrations? To address this question, this Article introduces the evolutionary context from which the rule of law arose. To balance inaccuracies of generalization, this Article proceeds with case studies from both America and overseas.

As a particular field of compliance (or noncompliance) with the rule of law, the Article focuses on tax law. As U.S. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. opined in a landmark trans-Pacific case, “Taxes are what we pay for civilized society.” The reasons why people do or don’t comply with taxation may offer insight into legal compliance generally. Thus, a case study of tax may have implications for popular adherence to the rule of law.

Part II proceeds from a heuristic narrative of legal evolution to introduce, in Part III, various social science methodologies for studying the operation of law in historical and cultural context. Part IV sets forth an overview of federal individual income taxation, before Part V discusses survey data on U.S. taxpayer compliance attitudes gathered by a research team of which this writer was a member. Part VI complements the U.S. data with field studies from other countries reported in the social science literature. Part VII discusses the implications of the research to the effect that compliance with the rule of law, represented here by modern fiscal apparatus, may wax and wane through history as national bureaucracy siphons resources off their local origins, rather than following a teleology toward any ideal civilized state. Part VIII makes suggestions for future research on tax law compliance. Part IX concludes that rational-legal authority may have less effect on taxpayer compliance than primordial personal motivations.

II. THEORIES OF LEGAL EVOLUTION

This Part describes the evolution of the rule of law, as narrated by successive schools of thought in jurisprudence, to set the stage for empirical study of law, especially tax law, employing social science methodologies. Historically and metaphorically, civilization arose from a primordial substrate of tribal culture and religion.

According to a well-known anthropologist, the
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2 Compañía General de Tabacos de Filipinas v. Collector of Internal Revenue, 275 U.S. 87, 100 (1927) (Holmes, J., dissenting).

3 The views in this Article are solely those of this writer. The data were released in a Government report as cited, but not disseminated in the academic literature. See Tom Beers, Eric LoPresti & Eric San Juan, Factors Influencing Voluntary Compliance by Sole Proprietors: Preliminary Survey Results, Paper given at the 2013 IRS-Tax Policy Center Research Conference (June 20, 2013), available at https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/13rescon.pdf [https://perma.cc/67L8-JRHH].
tension between primordial sentiments and civil polities … of place, tongue, blood, looks, and way-of-life … is rooted in the nonrational foundations of personality … [I]nvolvement of this unreflective sense of collective selfhood in the steadily broadening political process of the national state is certain … [W]hat the new states—or their leaders—must somehow contrive to do as far as primordial attachments are concerned is not, as they have so often tried to do, wish them out of existence by belittling them or even denying their reality, but domesticate them. They must reconcile them with the unfolding civil order by divesting them of their legitimizing force with respect to governmental authority, by neutralizing the apparatus of the state in relationship to them, and by channeling discontent arising out of their dislocation into properly political rather than parapolitical forms of expression.  

While the anthropologist refers specifically to “new states,” also known as developing countries, these observations could apply to any polity where people are motivated by their identity, as recent ballots in industrial economies have shown.

Given the anthropological foundations of civilization, how did the rule of law evolve? Starting with technologically simple societies, village order would be a matter of social mores and personal charisma, rather than law per se. People might band together around the persuasive authority of a Big Man, but only would a more complex tribe ascribe hereditary leadership to a chief. Ultimately, civilization would give rise to kings who would become law-givers not only to clans related by kinship but to all subjects in a kingdom. Thus, a territorial state that monopolizes legitimate violence becomes the jurisdiction of the law of the land.

Since the coronation of the first kings, governments have extracted tribute from their subjects to fund public works, infrastructure, and wars, ultimately in the form of taxes. The incidence of taxation may reveal non-trivial particularities of each civilization.

Types of authority would advance from the patrimonial absolutism of the feudal autocrat to the impartial office of the state bureaucrat. Through the Cold War, ideologically opposed states would become mirror images of bureaucratic apparatus on either side of the Pacific Ocean. In a country with a particular history of race relations, President Obama’s strategic role may have been that of the colorless technocrat.

7 See generally MORTON H. FRIED, EVOLUTION OF POLITICAL SOCIETY: AN ESSAY IN POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (1967).
9 See generally AARON WILDAVSKY & CAROLYN WEBBER, A HISTORY OF TAXATION & EXPENDITURE IN THE WESTERN WORLD (1986).
10 See, e.g., SALLY FALK MOORE, POWER & PROPERTY IN INCA PERU (1958).
At the same time, charismatic personalities may continue to attract followers even in a formal nation-state. In the range of historical anthropology, there is even the case of “a theatre state in which the kings and princes were the impresarios, the priests the directors, and the peasants the supporting cast, stage crew, and audience…. Power served pomp, not pomp power.”\textsuperscript{13} It would not be unprecedented for the state to enact authority, even if the performance is administratively ineffective.

Meanwhile, social mores and personal charisma would not wither away but persist as local reflectors of official law. Local custom and the rule of law may coincide. For example, the scriptural commandment that “you shall not kill” finds itself inscribed in the criminalization of homicide.\textsuperscript{14} Dissonance would arise when the rule of law diverges from local custom, which in turn informs personal psychology. Such dissonance may inform tax compliance or “social noncompliance,” i.e. transgression of law while conforming to custom, as discussed below. Later, a case study will describe a “blending” of traditional and modern practices to achieve practical legal results.\textsuperscript{15}

The rule of law as such was celebrated in the eighteenth-century European Enlightenment. Classic liberal writers anticipated law with a social contract entered out of mutual consideration.\textsuperscript{16} People volunteered to observe laws to lift themselves out of the state of nature, an “original position.”\textsuperscript{17} Paradoxically, law was natural because it was a logical consequence of social life. Under liberal legality, natural law was to embody social mores.

In the Enlightenment imagination, the “noble savage” populates the state of nature logically antecedent to the social contract which forms the basis of the Western republic.\textsuperscript{18} As clans of such people, tribes animate the anthropology of this state.\textsuperscript{19}

Through variants on Whig history, the social contract became more than metaphorical. What had been heuristic became dogmatic. Consider the “Contract with America” of former Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) or latter-day commentators who have suggested that the social contract is an obligation between each citizen and the government.\textsuperscript{20} They may do so by a convoluted rhetoric as follows.

Some tax administrators subscribe to a version of the social contract whereby governments render services to taxpayers in consideration for revenue collected from them. Literally, this would constitute more of a procurement contract than a social one. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the multi-lateral, non-governmental organization of developed economies:

Bargaining with citizens over tax makes governments more accountable, as taxpayers mobilise to resist or negotiate tax demands, monitor how tax is collected

\textsuperscript{13} CLIFFORD GEERTZ, NEGARA: THE THEATRE STATE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY BALI 13 (1980).
\textsuperscript{14} Exodus 20:13.
\textsuperscript{16} See generally JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU, THE SOCIAL CONTRACT (1762).
\textsuperscript{17} Cf. JOHN RAWLS, A THEORY OF JUSTICE (1971).
\textsuperscript{19} Cf. Renato Rosaldo, Utter Savages of Scientific Value, in POLITICS & HISTORY IN BAND SOCIETIES (Eleanor Leacock & Richard Lee eds., 1982).
\textsuperscript{20} On “Gingrich’s Contract for America and its attacks on the IRS,” see W. ELLIOT BROWNLEE, FEDERAL TAXATION IN AMERICA: A SHORT HISTORY 214 (2004).
and used, and insist on having a greater say in public policy in exchange for compliance with tax demands.\textsuperscript{21} Notwithstanding the merits of accountability, then the logical consequence is that the citizen as taxpayer would be entitled to reduce his or her tax liability in consideration of every policy shortcoming. In a small political sense, accountable (electoral) democracy has become both precept and telos.

Applied to tax compliance, a similar logic of the pre-social man, or so-called noble savage, leads to “everyday libertarianism,” the premise “that people earn their pretax incomes without any assistance from the government, with the result that there is a strong presumption that it is unfair for the government to tax away any of that pretax income.”\textsuperscript{22} As discussed below, nowadays noncompliance may be principled, if obtuse.

On the contrary, the eighteenth-century text clarified that “each contracting party” was an “individual personality.”\textsuperscript{23} In any case, the government was not a party to the social contract: “a contract between the people and the rulers it sets over itself” would be “absurd and contradictory.”\textsuperscript{24} Rather, “the institution of government is not a contract, but a law.”\textsuperscript{25} In other words, the social contract was not a procurement contract but a metaphor for the reciprocal agreement by which individual people united in political society.

Nineteenth-century disseminators of social science viewed law as a mechanism of social ideology. For instance, law could direct restitution in case of injustice;\textsuperscript{26} legal concepts could rationalize transactions in the economy;\textsuperscript{27} or regulatory rules could prescribe ideal workings of government.\textsuperscript{28} While early social science drew on a varied tradition of political economy, generally this approach would emphasize the artifactual quality of law. In particular, positive law promulgated as statutes and regulations may be more artificial than the natural path of the common law, so conceived.

By the early twentieth century, North American legal scholars would react against a natural law style, gravitating toward an empiricist approach that borrowed from social science. Legal realism that emphasized experience of compliance coincided with empirical (imperial) discoveries of nomothetic order outside of nations then recognized as civilized.\textsuperscript{29}

Later twentieth-century U.S. jurisprudence would follow with schools of thought focusing on the institutional process or economic consequences of law-making rather than the internal logic that had been the stuff of traditional legal philosophy.\textsuperscript{30} In the late twentieth century, a revisiting of the internal logic of law would take a sharply critical


\textsuperscript{22} Lawrence Zelenak, Tearing out the Income Tax by the (Grass)Roots, 15 FLA. TAX REV. 649, 657 (2014).

\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Rousseau}, supra note 17, Book I, at 6.

\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.} Book III, at 16.

\textsuperscript{25} \textit{Id.} Book III, at 18.

\textsuperscript{26} See \textit{Émile Durkheim}, \textit{The Division of Labor in Society} (George Simpson trans., Macmillan 1933) (1893).


\textsuperscript{28} Weber, supra note 12, ch. 8.

\textsuperscript{29} See \textit{Karl N. Llewellyn}, \textit{The Common Law Tradition: Deciding Appeals} (1960).

In sum, legal theory has grown out of intersections with social science, which may inform an otherwise artifactual legal logic.

By comparison, an Eastern philosophy of law proceeded from a broader nomothetic framework. In particular, a legal scholar explains Chinese social order:

The Chinese neither saw public, positive law as the defining focus of social order nor divided law into distinct categories of civil and criminal. Rather, traditional Chinese thought arranged the various instruments through which the state might be administered and social harmony maintained into a hierarchy ranging downward in desirability from heavenly reason (tianli), the way (tao), morality (de), ritual propriety (li), custom (xixu), community compacts (xiang yue), and family rules (jia cheng) to the formal written law of the state. Public, positive law was meant to buttress, rather than supersede, the more desirable means of guiding society and was to be resorted to only when these other means failed to elicit appropriate behavior.32

This rendition of Chinese law dispenses with public, positive law, or sanctions. Consequently, statutes, “formal written law,” are understood best in terms of larger principles of social, and even heavenly, order. Reversing the Western premise, here, custom is conceptually superior to law.

North Atlantic political scientists have contradistinguished the Western rule of law from this Asian Pacific legality by reference to a religiously infused natural law that rose above any man.33 Nevertheless, the extent to which the Confucian heavenly order would fall short of liberal transcendence is unclear.34

Within Anglo-American legal history, commentators have shown how trial or appellate courts alternately bolstered and transformed the social concept of race or nationality.35 Nineteenth-century courts depicted Chinese immigrants as black, while in 1894 the American legal scholar John Henry Wigmore, who had served as a professor at Keio University in Tokyo, agreed that Chinese were not white, although Japanese were.36 Perceived diversity amongst the taxpayer population may affect compliance behavior. Below, a juxtaposition of case studies will pose the question of comparability between American, Asian, and European tax compliance. Presumably, some common principles of political science should emerge.

In short, successive theorists of liberal legality hypothesized the evolution of the rule of law. Their reflections on civilization arose in contrast to an imagined natural state populated by noble savages who still haunt nations today. Consequently, the concept of legality developed in conjunction with social sciences that produced empirical methodologies.

36 *Id.* at 51, 61.
III. SOCIAL SCIENCE METHODOLOGIES FOR EMPIRICAL STUDY OF LAW & TAX COMPLIANCE

Of course, the foregoing account of legal evolution is more heuristic than chronological. Currently, various communities inside civilized states may experience law in more or less official uniform. Still, legal anthropology can help. Historically, writers may have inferred the evolution of civilization from observations of isolated tribes. By now, however,

It was no longer possible to study dominated non-European ‘tribes’ in imagined isolation from the historical forces which had not only formed them, but which had transformed them into politically independent national entities resentful at the prospect of inclusion on library shelves devoted to ‘vanishing savages.’

Instead, legal anthropology can discern various experiences of law across societies. Societies without states no longer serve to falsify or contrast to liberal legality. Nevertheless, anthropology can still show how the rule of law is never realized, that is, functions as an ideology, even in modern societies, or those engulfed by global capitalism. A case study set forth below may exemplify this proposition.

Consequently, the theory of legal evolution, from natural status to social contract, leads to an empirical methodology to study the rule of law.

If the rule of law emerged as a rational result of individual negotiation, then the question why obey the law logically follows whenever the cost outweighs the benefit. This could be a classic question of *Homo economicus*.

Even assuming the neo-classical terms of public finance in which tax policy may be couched, internal inconsistencies appear. Under existing federal penalty amounts, a cost-benefit analysis would not effectuate deterrence. Nonetheless, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) enjoys approximately 83 percent compliance, estimating a 17 percent tax gap.

Consequently, there is an explanatory appeal to psychology and other social sciences of decision-making, now taking center stage as behavioral economics. If compliance reflects values other than gross maximization, presumably enforcement strategies can build on those values.

Major contributions of behavioral economics to research on tax compliance include the following. One hope is that trust in government makes people accept the obligation to pay tax, even when it is possible to evade. Other researchers look at taxation in terms of reciprocal relationships of giving and receiving. Still others have elaborated
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38 See *Henry Maine, Ancient Law* ch. 5 (1861).
on the concept of “ tax morale.” The survey presented below pursues questions from the tax morale and related behavioral literature.

A related psychological inquiry focuses on reasons for compliance with criminal sanctions and the law as a whole. In general, legal psychologists report that procedural fairness is a predominant reason why people obey the law. Along with behavioral economics and legal psychology, another social science methodology that may illuminate tax compliance is fiscal sociology, the study of revenue collection and budgetary appropriation to reveal the priorities of society in peace and war, as will be mentioned below.

Early twenty-first-century anthropologists studying economics extended ethnographic fieldwork from traditional farmers’ markets to modern financial institutions. The study of tax compliance may learn from both legal and business anthropology. In this vein, the second half of this Article will present a case study from the anthropological literature concerning a modern tax collection agency.

Legal anthropologists have advanced the concept of the semi-autonomous social form (SASF) which may be emblematic of their methodology. The core of the concept is that the socio-geographic community that operationalizes state laws comprises the same people who embody and enforce customs. The implication is that law is different from custom only by degree. A weakness of the SASF would be not only the distinguishability of legal rules, but also that a mere showing of coincidence between state law and customary context is insufficient to explain the validity of law. On the other hand, a theory of the commitments one makes by engaging in nomothetic discourse would go beyond coincidence.

Perhaps the SASF means that everything about social coherence is implied in law, or that rules are a creature of culture. Still, the observation that legal rules are imposed on a community does not explain how they got there, or why people took them there.

These rules are not just facts devoid of moral significance to those who make, apply, and follow them, and give praise or blame according to them. To disregard this rule-guided aspect of existence would be to set aside the subjective meaning of behavior. One must therefore determine the relationship between the scientific search for factual regularities in society and the use of rules in everyday life.

An analytic device, like the SASF, which emphasizes the coincidence of factual regularities in society and the use of rules in everyday life, would beg the question. The characteristic of legal anthropology, then, would be an emphasis on the empirical or extrinsic function of rules rather than the subjective meaning of behavior. The strengths of legal

---


anthropology would be the description of “native” custom by reference to juridical concepts, or of the interaction of tribal custom with state government; or in the vein of law & society studies or criminology, the verification of the empirical effect of statutes—in short, micro-politics. To the extent that legal anthropology precisely describes native sanctions, it would not apply to the state as a whole, or to the elaboration of political ideals on a large scale.

Observations of law and society long have oscillated between rules and the organic mores over which they may be superimposed. In the case of compliance with tax law, it may not be hard to envision micro-economic examples in which positive prescriptions deviate from cultural norms. For example, the federal gift tax law favorably allows use of carry-over basis in determining gain upon disposition of property originally received as a gift. Ascertaining original cost-basis would require the recipient to inquire of the donor. Such an inquiry, however, would transgress a cultural norm of not “looking a gift horse in the mouth” as if to question a donor’s generosity. If hypotheses like these about deviation from cultural norms may be accurate (so-called social noncompliance), reduced compliance with tax rules should be empirically verifiable.

Despite the limits of any particular methodology, any instantiation of a system, rationale, or law is inevitably human. Thus, the irreducible experience of tax compliance can ultimately be reflected empirically through sociological and anthropological methods employed below.

IV. OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION

The second half of this Article begins within an overview of federal income taxation of individuals, covering the diversity of the taxpayer population, and sets forth national data from a survey of that population. For comparison, the Article reviews field studies of taxpayer behavior in certain countries. Finally, the Article discusses the survey data in light of the theories of legal compliance introduced above.

In 1913, the U.S. Congress imposed the individual income tax on high-income taxpayers. At that time, the predecessor to IRS was a hands-on collector of various excise and other taxes. Consistent with the incidence of taxation to fund wars, the income tax raised revenue for the U.S. entry into World War I. In 1942, Congress enacted the “greatest tax bill in American history” largely to fund the U.S. effort in World War II, expanding the income tax to the middle class. Consequently, the Treasury made an historic effort to popularize the income tax, famously staging Walt Disney’s cartoon character Donald Duck as a mascot of the public fisc. The wartime transition from “class tax to mass tax” occasioned a “marriage of convenience that survived.” In the second half of the last century, IRS deployed information processing machines that in ensuing years made the agency increasingly “faceless.” In recent decades, a diverse low-income population has become a significant customer base, especially due to refundable credits. As a result, IRS

53 See I.R.C. § 1015.
54 On reciprocity, see MARCEL MAUSS, THE GIFT: FORMS & FUNCTIONS OF EXCHANGE IN ARCHAIC SOCIETIES (1922).
55 RANDOLPH PAUL, TAXATION IN THE UNITED STATES 294 (1954).
started as a revenue bureau but now administers social expenditures as well, through highly automated systems.58

As long as there has been an income tax, opponents have organized against it politically and ideologically. According to recent scholarship in fiscal sociology, a tax club movement convened hundreds of protest meetings in small towns throughout the South and Midwest to demand repeal of the high rates that paid for World War I. At the beginning, tax protest took place in particular geographic communities. In response to the New Deal, grassroots campaigns arose in several states calling for a Constitutional amendment to limit the top rate of income tax. Responding to tax increases that paid for World War II and the Korean War, thousands petitioned for a Constitutional tax ceiling. Federal tax increases in 1993 sparked a campaign to repeal taxes on the wealthy, i.e. estates and capital gain, arising in the context of the Contract with America mentioned earlier. As discussed above, the evolution of any state—embodied by its fiscal apparatus—is an ongoing history, rather than a teleology.59

Nowadays, individual taxpayers are a significant subset of the U.S. population. Individual taxpayers filed 141.2 million returns in 2010, when there were 308.7 million people in the United States according to the Census that year.60 With a tax return for about every two people, demographic trends are likely to influence the behavior of the taxpayer population, which may be characterized by ethnicity, economics, gender, age, and geography. Thus, taxpayer behavior is subject to the inherent dynamics of society theorized above.

Each demographic group may be more or less acculturated into the nation-state. In sum, the history of U.S. income tax has been the superimposition of the federal system on a diverse mass of taxpayers. Amidst diversity, achieving uniformity—the hallmark of the bureaucratic state—is the challenge of compliance here.

V. U.S. SURVEY RESEARCH ON SMALL BUSINESS TAX COMPLIANCE

Assuming that the probability of punishment is insufficient to deter noncompliance as discussed above, why do taxpayers voluntarily comply? This Part sets forth national survey data and results on U.S. taxpayer compliance attitudes. The survey inquired into themes from the tax morale and related behavioral literature as summarized below.

Taxpayers in a compliant group may exert social pressure on other members to comply (e.g. shaming), and those who cheat may feel guilty when they break the norm that has become reciprocal. Those who trust the government and feel that the tax laws and procedures are fair and justly enforced may be more likely to feel a moral obligation to comply, even if the outcome of those procedures is unfavorable.61

To address the foregoing hypothetical issues, a research team of which this writer was a member conducted a statistical survey of tax compliance as follows. The research team surveyed sole proprietors (i.e. those filing Form 1040, U.S. Individual Income Tax

59 On this paragraph, see Martin, supra note 48.
61 See Beers, LoPresti & San Juan, supra note 4, at 66 tbl.2.
Return, Schedule C) to better understand the factors that may affect their income tax reporting compliance. Identifying how to improve compliance among this segment is particularly important because sole proprietor income is generally not subject to information reporting, is difficult for the IRS to detect, and represents the largest portion of the tax gap, i.e. tax not timely and voluntarily paid.\textsuperscript{62}

Because actual reporting compliance is difficult to measure, the research team used IRS tax compliance estimates to identify sole proprietors most likely to have high or low levels of reporting compliance. The research team surveyed a stratified random national sample of each group (the “National Survey”). The sample was statistically representative of the U.S. population of Schedule C filers. Accordingly, questions on attitudes could reflect the demographic diversity of the population. Ultimately, the National Survey provides an unprecedented link between the views of the Schedule C filers and their compliance level (at least according to IRS scores).\textsuperscript{63}

Because compliance could be affected by local conditions and attitudes, the research team identified geographic communities where a disproportionate number of taxpayers were in the high- or low-compliance group. The research team surveyed taxpayers at random in certain communities (the “Community Survey”) using the same survey questions. The questions went to the effect, if any, on reporting compliance of various factors, such as deterrence, tax morale, compliance norms, trust in the government and the tax administration process, complexity and the convenience of complying, and the influence of preparers.\textsuperscript{64}

A. Pertinent Results of Survey on Taxpayer Compliance

Pertinent results of the National Survey included the following. Taxpayers in the high-compliance group expressed more trust in government and the IRS. Taxpayers in the low-compliance group were more likely to participate in local organizations. They were also significantly more likely to report that other participants view the law and the IRS negatively. Both groups professed a “moral” obligation to report income accurately. The responses do not show “asocial” behavior, i.e. that economic deterrence motivates compliance decisions. Those in the low-compliance group were less likely to agree that noncompliance goes unpunished.\textsuperscript{65}

Pertinent results of the Community Survey included the following: There were more low-compliance communities than high compliance communities because taxpayers characterized by high compliance were not geographically concentrated. Respondents from the low-compliance communities were suspicious of the tax system and its fairness, whereas those from the high-compliance communities viewed government positively. Among business classifications, the biggest cluster in low-compliance communities was under “professional, scientific, or technical services”; in high-compliance communities, the “other” service industry (e.g. repair & maintenance, personal & laundry, and private household services). The low-compliance community respondents reported more participation in civic institutions than their high-compliance counterparts. The high-

\textsuperscript{62} This paragraph summarizes id. at 66.
\textsuperscript{63} This paragraph summarizes id. at 67.
\textsuperscript{64} This paragraph summarizes id. at 68.
\textsuperscript{65} This paragraph summarizes id. at 70–80.
compliance community respondents were motivated by morals and, if only due to compliant predisposition, deterrence.66

In sum, all groups and communities agreed that it is morally wrong to cheat and that they would feel embarrassed if others learned they were not reporting all of their income. Surprisingly, those in the low-compliance group were also more likely than those in the high-compliance group to believe that the IRS detects and penalizes noncompliance. Thus, other factors appeared to overshadow these positive moral, social, and economic pressures for those in the low-compliance group and communities.67

Specifically, the results of both surveys associate distrust of the national government and the IRS with the low-compliance groups and communities. For example, respondents from the low-compliance group were more likely to report that the government is too big and wastes tax dollars, while tax laws and IRS are unfair.68

The Community Survey revealed that those with low compliance levels clustered in geographic communities, while those with high compliance levels were more dispersed. Perhaps those with low levels of compliance are more likely to associate with each other.69

Those in the low-compliance group and communities were more likely to participate in local organizations and to report that other members of those organizations believe the law and the IRS are unfair. The closer association with local organizations by members of the low-compliance group and communities could have undermined their connection with the nation and the national tax system as a whole. The negative views they attributed to other members appeared to mirror their own views. In other words, they affiliated with others who reinforced noncompliance norms locally, feeling a closer connection here than nationally.70

B. Details of Survey Data on Attitudes Toward Government

Salient survey results of particular relevance to the socio-legal theories discussed in the first half of this Article are detailed below. To recapitulate, taxpayers in the high-compliance communities were more geographically dispersed than those in low-compliance communities, who were more likely to participate in local organizations. Low-compliance communities clustered in professional occupations; high-compliance communities, the “other” service industry. Nationally, the high-compliance group was more likely to trust government, while the low-compliance group was more inclined to participate in local organizations. The following encapsulates the detailed data:

Respondents from the high-compliance communities most frequently clustered in ‘other services’ (22 percent vs. 11 percent of low-compliance respondents), whereas those from the low-compliance communities most frequently clustered in ‘professional, scientific, or technical services’ (22 vs. 11 percent from the high-compliance communities). Those from the high-compliance communities were more than twice as likely to speak a language other than English at home (22 vs. 9 percent from the low-compliance communities). The Community Survey may have identified a unique type of ‘social’ compliance related to a particular socio-

---

66 This paragraph summarizes id. at 83–86.
67 This paragraph summarizes id. at 82.
68 See id. at 81.
69 See id. at 89.
70 See id.
economic experience, that of a linguistic minority employed in the service industry who expressed trust in government.\footnote{Id. at 85 (footnote omitted).}

Taxpayers in the [National Survey] high-compliance group were more likely to trust the government than those in the low-compliance group, potentially suggesting that negative views about the government promote symbolic noncompliance … For example, those in the high-compliance group were less likely to agree that the government is involved in areas best left to the private sector (59 percent of the high-compliance group agreed vs. 66 percent of the low-compliance group), more likely to support higher taxes in exchange for improved government services (37 vs. 30 percent), and more likely to believe that the federal government spends tax dollars wisely (80 percent of the low-compliance group disagreed vs. 70 percent of the high-compliance group). These results are generally consistent with research suggesting that trust in government has a positive effect on compliance.\footnote{Id. at 70 (footnotes omitted).}

Taxpayers in the [National Survey] high-compliance group were less likely than those in the low-compliance group to belong to a local business organization (11 vs. 16 percent), a local trade, labor, or other occupational organization (15 vs. 18 percent), or religious congregation (61 vs. 71 percent). To the extent association with these groups transmits local compliance norms, those norms appear to have a negative effect on compliance, rather than a positive one.\footnote{Id. at 73.}

Among [National Survey] respondents who belong to local organizations, those in the low-compliance group were more likely to report that they usually participate. This was true for various organizations identified by the survey, including local business organizations (50 percent from the low-compliance group usually participate vs. 30 percent from the high-compliance group), local trade, labor, or occupational organizations (40 vs. 24 percent), and local civic, community, or fraternal organizations (67 vs. 47 percent). Thus, active participation in these groups appears to be negatively correlated with tax compliance, possibly promoting social noncompliance … Perhaps those with a closer connection to local groups feel a weaker connection to the federal government, and a weaker obligation to comply with federal tax laws. They may also choose to associate with those who hold similarly negative views about the federal government and tax compliance, which reinforced their own views.\footnote{Id. at 74.}

In short, trust in government versus local ties were better indicators of compliance behavior than deterrence, morality, or norms (inasmuch as noncompliance may be social as well as asocial). The apparent contradiction between received norms and (non)compliance level may reflect the inherent tension between commitment to the nation-state versus the local community.

\footnote{Id. at 85 (footnote omitted).} \footnote{Id. at 70 (footnotes omitted).} \footnote{Id. at 73.} \footnote{Id. at 74.}
C. Further Analysis of Socio-Geographic Networks in the Community Survey

Given the results above, the research team conducted further analysis of social networks that the Community Survey had indicated were geographically based as follows:

The community survey … mapped low-compliance sites as they occurred not randomly but heavily clustered in regions where geographers have classified cultures of the South and West. At the same time, responses to a set of questions in the community survey tended to link low compliance levels with social affiliations or networks associated especially with volunteering, voting, and congregations (i.e. houses of worship of any denomination). Consequently, the question arises whether low-compliance sites are located in regions where those social networks are prevalent.

To answer that question, further analysis focuses on one state [of the U.S.] containing low-compliance sites among other sites not so classified. In particular, the state is composed of 23 counties, six of which contained low-compliance sites. Physical geography divides the counties into areas labeled Valley, Hills, and Shore (East & West). According to geographers, the Valley and East Shore fall into cultures of the North and South, respectively. The Hills and adjacent West Shore run between those two areas, hosting a regional Metropolitan corridor classified by geographers as Megalopolis. The low-compliance sites were located in Megalopolis.

Given this geographic layout, this analysis employs a fairly transparent methodology as follows … [The research team compiled] statistics reported by the U.S. Census and other published sources on relevant demographics, urban concentration, congregational membership, charities, and voter turn-out. County-level data are averaged into the four physical areas, with the two middle areas again averaged for Megalopolis, which has the highest urban concentration …

The demographic and related statistics for the geographic areas identified above [in the relevant time-frame] reveal the following. Megalopolis has the highest percentages of population involved in congregations, living in families, and turning out to vote (depending on which election). Within Megalopolis, the six counties containing low-compliance sites had high rates of urban concentration and ethnic diversity. On the other hand, the Valley has the most charities per ten thousand population. The Valley has the lowest rates of voter turnout and population living in families. Overall, the Valley’s population is the oldest, least ethnically diverse, and most masculine (i.e. has the highest male to female ratio) of the three average areas. Finally, the East Shore population was the youngest and least religious, but most rural.

In sum, Megalopolis had some expected characteristics related to social networks. However, another area turned out to be more charitable. Accordingly, [the analysis] … may be inconclusive at this point while additional research could
uncover further, more granular data. If further research could confirm that the least
compliant area is the densest in social networks, an implication might be that those
networks could be a medium for messages about tax compliance.

Potentially, future research could extend to field studies at a granular level …
[F]uture research alternatively could survey relevant social science literature for
attributes statistically linked to the prevalence or density of social networks.

While this [Community] survey elicited direct responses from taxpayers, the
‘social’ nature of norms should be observable even beyond these responses,
potentially by observing characteristics of the high- and low-compliance
communities or regions. Future research could build upon the survey results by
investigating social noncompliance and compliance in sites where they occur.
Further investigation would relate to tax administration vis-à-vis regional
traditions. 75

Thus, there were some indications that tax noncompliance travels along social
networks. Since the foregoing geographic profile based on the Community Survey above
suggested in part that granular field research could prove fruitful, literature reviewed below
reveals a couple of examples of field studies of legal and tax compliance.

VI. FIELD STUDIES OF LEGAL & TAX COMPLIANCE IN THE SOCIAL
SCIENCE LITERATURE

This Part sets forth relevant case studies from the social science literature from the
perspectives of both taxpayers and tax collectors. While the literature contains various
studies, these ones ethnographically highlight tax behavior. The first concerns informal
financial practices of small business in Taiwan; the second, bureaucratic practices in the
Swedish Tax Agency. While North American taxpayers, East Asian entrepreneurs, and
Northern European bureaucrats may be incomparable as informants, these case studies
exemplify the kind of information available from field research that could complement the
nationwide survey data above.

Field research can illuminate tax compliance as exemplified by a study of small
business in a particular insular country. Through interviews of informants in that country,
this study looks at the informal financing techniques used by small businesses to clarify
the interaction between the formal Republic of China (RoC) legal system and the network
structure of Taiwanese society. According to the study, the traditional structure of rural
Chinese society has survived on Taiwan in a modified form, which selectively blends
elements of the modern legal system, networks of relationships, and the “enforcement
services” by organized crime. 76

75 Tom Beers, Mike Nestor & Eric San Juan, Small Business Compliance: Further Analysis of
TAS-Research-And-Related-Studies.pdf [https://perma.cc/J9L2-9RD9]]. On measures of civic engagement,
see, e.g., ROBERT D. PUTNAM, MAKING DEMOCRACY WORK (1994).
76 See Winn, supra note 15.
When small businesses have been unable to rely on the formal legal system to support relational practices, alternatives as simple as post-dated checks (PDCs), have served a similar function. For example, when the RoC enacted criminal penalties on bounced checks, creditors lending without benefit of written contracts but “interacting through networks of relationships assumed they could verify the other party’s good faith by simply asking for a PDC to document any extension of credit.”

Thus, informal business relationships leveraged legal consequences, although not as intended by the legislators.

In this study, the RoC represents the modernity adopted in the twentieth century from the West, especially German civil law. Traditional Chinese culture here represents a rural survival, rather than Confucian philosophy of the legal theories discussed in the first half of this Article. Nevertheless, what the study glosses as a practical grounding in “relational practices,” rather than niceties like written contracts, may not be inconsistent with the historical observation that, as a nomothetic concept, customary morality took precedence over positive law throughout Chinese civilization.

On the other side of the tax system, ethnographic research can illuminate compliance from the perspective of the tax collector as well as the taxpayer. A study of the Swedish Tax Agency exemplifies this. The Swedish study proceeds from the proposition that the foundation of a functioning welfare state is a tax system that is widely accepted and considered to be fair and legitimate. This proposition resonates with various theoretical bases for compliance discussed above, from the social contract to procedural fairness.

How and by what means a tax collection agency interprets the laws affect taxpayers’ willingness to pay. Through participant observation in government offices and related sites, this study addresses the various practices, knowledge and forms of data in the Swedish Tax Agency against a background of the Agency’s ongoing endeavor for legitimacy.

This study shows how the Agency’s methods entail not only regulations, research, and statistical data, but also stories, hunches, and examples from the media—including the instant ethnographer—and from everyday life. For example, the ethnographer witnessed the Agency’s process of deciding to execute questionnaire research through telephone interviews, not unlike the survey presented above.

Both case studies illustrate the instantiation of national systems in quotidian locales. Field research on this micro-scale could complement survey research of the national dimension described above.

VII. IMPLICATIONS OF TAX COMPLIANCE RESEARCH FOR THE RULE OF LAW

After review of the tax morale literature at outset of the survey set forth above, the research team formed a hypothesis that, in general, tax law compliance would reflect conformity to social norms related to trust in government. In part, the survey results reversed those expectations. Those taxpayers who conformed to social norms, to the extent measured by participation in local organizations and geographic clustering, turned out to be relatively noncompliant. Additionally, low-compliance communities tended to

77 Id. at 219.
78 See Larsen, supra note 49, at 218.
comprise professionals rather than “other” service personnel. While those who trusted government were more compliant, they were relatively dispersed. In fact, they may have been a small minority. These odd results may be reconciled as follows.

As discussed in the first half of this Article, legal evolution has been a history of national cooptation of local power. States, kingdoms, and chiefdoms emerged above the primordial substrate of tribal culture, which never withers away. The survey results above may be consistent with that political science model of tension between national power and local resources. In the case of so-called tax protest, litigants have attempted to avoid federal tax by assertion of citizenship in one of the fifty states rather than the U.S. Likewise, recent scholarship in political sociology confirms that Americans are willing to pay taxes for local services like roads, schools, and healthcare, but not nationwide expenses such as science or foreign aid. The national government, represented by IRS, may hold sway over a small, relatively disenfranchised, population.

These observations are consistent with legal commentary that underscores the role of legislators, at least in the U.S. Congress, who may encourage low compliance in pursuit of regressive tax policy. In particular, 2016 presidential candidate Gov. John Kasich (R–Oh.), then chair of the House Budget Committee, said in the context of a 1995 “flat tax” legislative proposal that “the end game here is to strip the government of the financial means for butting into the lives of Americans, and thus returning power and responsibility to families and localities.” The commentators conclude that subsequent Senate Finance Committee hearings that “revealed shortcomings in the IRS’s operations … mainly provided a highly visible forum for antitax forces to levy sensational charges about outrageous agency behavior.” Objections to the conduct of the federal tax collector were coupled with local resistance.

Local elites could have the power to resist compliance with taxation as representative of federal law more generally. If so, the expected result would be that well-established socio-economic communities may have low compliance, rather than high compliance with national taxation. The professional status of the low-compliance communities, which were geographically clustered, may indicate that they constitute a localized elite. Even in the National Survey, the low-compliance group was more likely to participate in local organizations. That’s why the further analysis above mapped the geographic communities for social networks that could transmit or reinforce low levels of compliance.

Local elites may be known to commentators variously as the petite bourgeoisie, characterized by a “parochial” outlook, or smallholders, responsible in large part for “the military and fiscal basis of the empire” in historic civilizations. This commentary reinforces the role of local elites, who ultimately pay tax, in the acceptance or rejection of legal regimes generally.

Then this Article drew on an ethnographic study of small business to suggest potential mechanisms for the transmission of noncompliant behavior. While the U.S.

---
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survey and the Taiwan field study reflect vastly divergent cultures, it is possible that local elites in different countries avail themselves of the same type of small business practices (or even conveniences), as simple as post-dating checks, or more generally, informal—and thereby noncompliant—economics.

As expected, those who trusted government had higher compliance than those who didn’t. Nationally, high-compliance taxpayers were more likely to support higher taxes in exchange for improved government services. Conversely, respondents from the low-compliance group were more likely to report that the government is too big and wastes tax dollars, while tax laws and IRS are unfair. Apparently, the highly-compliant feel that they receive commensurate utility from their taxes, either personally or through public goods. On the other hand, the low-compliance group either suffers from redistribution or, in principle, opposes tax policy. The survey doesn’t resolve which interpretation of the social contract may prevail.

The national versus local model, encapsulated by the SASF concept set forth above, may be consistent also with the field studies summarized from the literature above. Small businesses in the insular case study may have relied on informal market and legal practices where the modern state couldn’t penetrate the economy. Obversely, tax collectors in the second cited ethnography represent the attempt of the state to intercede in the everyday stories of inevitably local life. As a practical matter, compliance must be embedded in local culture because it is an aspect of individual behavior. To extrapolate to popular adherence to the rule of law, a fruitful inquiry could be whether contemporary divisions also fall along national (cosmopolitan) versus local (rural) lines.

Moreover, high compliance was consistent with a perception of a fair process that underlies legal compliance in general. As expected, respondents from the low-compliance communities were suspicious of the tax system and its fairness. As discussed above, the psychological literature concludes that compliance arises from a perception of procedural justice.

Theoretically, the question why obey the law arises where people can disobey. On a small scale, this may mean Schedule C, which presents opportunities for noncompliance, especially mischaracterization of personal consumption as deductible business expenses. On a larger scale, the discretion to disobey comes from the premise that the rule of law evolved out of the social contract as an individually reasoned artifact. Paradoxically, the question of compliance is a function of the social contract, without which the question wouldn’t arise. Without the mutual consideration of right-bearing individuals, the question presumably would be one of conquest or counterattack, or put simply, might makes right.

Outside of the rule of law, so conceived, the question may be that of customary conduct (or immoral behavior) rather than reasoned compliance (or civil disobedience). Assuming rational actors, legal compliance becomes a cost-benefit analysis. Then the exercise is to identify the costs and benefits.

---

85 Cf. Mortimer & Sanford Kadish, Discretion to Disobey: A Study of Lawful Departures from Legal Rules 5 (1973) (“legal systems may still fairly be called such even though they provide alternatives to unqualified obedience”).
VIII. TOPICS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH ON TAX LAW COMPLIANCE

Where rational legal analysis prevails, the following research topics may have potential. Consider a previous American proposal to mandate that businesses establish bank accounts segregated from the personal funds of their owners to reduce, presumably through tracing, incorrect tax deduction of personal consumption as business expenses. Given the proposal’s attempt to reach beyond Title 26 to manipulate business behavior for a potential tax compliance effect, it may be no wonder that the proposal failed to gain legislative traction. On the other hand, the substance of the proposal could be designed as a product for the convenience of business owners. That is, banks could offer business accounts enhanced with recordkeeping services that automatically generate income and expense tabulations useful for tax purposes, as long as the account contains the entirety of a business’ monetary transactions. Thus, an attempt to control behavior may be transformed into an opportunity that recognizes the value of convenience in today’s business culture. For comparison, some brokerage houses offered certain basis reports as a customer service even before Congress mandated basis reporting for tax purposes. To whatever extent behavioral economics has identified complexity as a reason for noncompliance, this proposal could help.

Similarly, policy-makers could design tax legislation in view of user friendliness, including administrability by the tax collector. To take a negative example, the home buyer credit enacted in the wake of the U.S. housing market crisis requires purchase documentation exogenous to the tax system (not to mention a housing expenditure policy as to which the tax collector could not be expected to have the requisite institutional expertise). In this case, tax noncompliance could be expected as a result of cumbersome design of housing policy.

As a subset of legal compliance, tax compliance may correlate with other aspects of civil compliance, such as postal rules or traffic violations. At least since the eighteenth century, commentators have idealized small business as the backbone of America, ultimately in contradistinction to Big Business, Big Government, and even Big Labor. No wonder that a major contributor to the tax gap is small business, a sector that may gloss noncompliance as “cutting red tape.” As a testable hypothesis, small business compliance may diverge from big business compliance not only in tax but in other regulatory areas,
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such as licensing requirements. The case study above indicates that small business may have this potential not only in the U.S. but similarly in developing economies.

If tax morale is an instantiation of civic responsibility at the national level, presumably tax compliance would rise with the ascendancy of the so-called welfare state, while the tax gap would grow during periods of dissension. The post-World War II hegemony of the so-called military-industrial complex, 92 accompanied by burgeoning programs for a great society, 93 could represent a peak of legal, including tax, compliance. On the other hand, dissension over the Vietnam War, segregation in violation of civil rights, and lapse of bureaucratic authority epitomized by the Watergate burglary could have decreased legal and tax compliance. Presumably, this hypothesis could be tested by historical data. Likewise, tax morale as civic responsibility could be higher in homogeneous, organic nation-states but lower in countries whose populations are historically divisive. 94 In other words, comparative data could confirm the incidence of tax morale in context.

In sum, an interdisciplinary social science of law, or law & society studies, can inform hypotheses about tax compliance as a subset of legal compliance, on both world-historical and micro-economic scales. The latter may be most productive for applied research. In either case, actual behavior could be informed by received social ideologies or cultural norms, while intended policy may be ostensibly based on rational principles of revenue raising. An understanding of the interstices between behavior and policy may inform strategies and designs for better compliance.

IX. CONCLUSION ON THE SOCIO-HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF TAX COMPLIANCE

As intimated at the outset, the rule of law continues to be an aspiration in industrial as well as developing economies around the world. On the bottom line, revenue collection has always been necessary to fund the operations of governments. Accordingly, tax compliance has formed the nexus between the local origin of resources and supra-local civilization, or nation-states. The noncompliant communities discussed above may occupy this nexus.

Meanwhile, every regime arises in its particular time and place, or social context. Consequently, the rule of law can be actualized only in irreducible human experience. In turn, this experience is subject to study through social science methodologies, which then may inform legal theory or jurisprudence.

While a teleology of liberal legality has held heuristic and metaphorical sway, the empirical reality has been merely evolutionary or historic. Observance of the rule of law may be more or less adaptive at times. Even in advanced countries, the level of compliance is a perennial question for local elites, who ultimately pay tax. There is no escaping the substrate of custom and culture that informs human behavior, as in the case of so-called social noncompliance. The primordial nature of personality is a reality not only for taxpayers but also for presidents. Colorless rational authority may not persuade taxpayers to remit or propel candidates into national office. On the contrary, compliance with tax law has expanded through national mobilization or even fervor, as in the case of major
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wartime efforts. Further research could confirm that tax compliance, and the rule of law in general, may be more of an historic incidence than an endpoint of evolution.